NuSTAR (the Nuclear Spectroscopic Telescope ARray) is a NASA Small Explorer (SMEX) mission launched in June of 2012. Since its launch, NuSTAR has been the preeminent instrument for spectroscopic analysis of the hard X-ray sky over the 3-80 keV bandpass. The low energy side of the bandpass is limited by the absorption along the photon path as well as by the ability of the pixels to trigger on incident photons. The on-board calibration source does not have a low-energy line that we can use to calibrate this part of the response, so instead we use the "nearest-neighbor" readout in the NuSTAR detector architecture to calibrate the individual pixel thresholds for all 8 flight detectors on both focal plane modules (FPMs). These threshold measurements feed back into the quantum efficiency of the detectors at low (<5 keV) energies and, once well-calibrated, may allow the use of NuSTAR data below the current 3 keV limit.
INTRODUCTION
The advent of imaging hard X-ray telescopes has brought a revolution in the sensitive study of the X-ray sky at energies beyond 10 keV. The two focusing optics flown on the Nuclear Spectroscopic Telescope ARray (NuSTAR) NASA Astrophysics Small Explorer 1 provide broad-band reflectivity across the hard X-ray bandpass. Each focus down on a focal plane of Cadium Zinc Telluride (CZT) read out by a custom, low-noise application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) developed at Caltech.
2, 3
At high energies, the bandpass of NuSTAR is limited by the ∼78.4 keV cutoff in the X-ray optics. 4 At low energies the throughput drops from several main effects: (1) attenuation of the X-rays along the optical path due to absorbing materials; (2) attenuation in the detectors themselves; and (3) the ability of the pixels to trigger. For science analyses, all three of these effects area accounted for in the response files for the telescope (the "ancillary response file" or ARF accounts for the (1) and (2) while the "response matrix file" or RMF accounts for (3) as well as the off-diagonal response of the CZT detectors to incident high-energy photons).
In this paper we measure the trigger thresholds for the NuSTAR flight detectors on a pixel-by-pixel basis using in-flight calibration source data. We discuss our results, their impact on science observations, and the future plans for incorporating this calibration measurement into the NuSTAR response files.
METHODS

Analysis
NuSTAR has a unique readout architecture that allows us to directly measure the charge collected by a pixel even when the pixel has collected less charge than it requires to trigger. When an ASIC pixel collects charge, it is sent to the "fast" trigger chain which has a shaping a time of a few µs. If this signal exceeds the threshold value then the full readout of the event is triggered.
The trigger threshold it set by a single control value for each CZT detector. This value is typically tuned to prevent an overabundance of "noise" triggers from a detector. Any variations in the gain of the "fast" chain Time (us) Figure 1 . (Left) A schematic view of signal arriving at the "fast trigger" chain. When the signal exceeds the pixel hardware trigger threshold (dashed red line) the ASIC reads out a 3x3 grid of pulse heights (Right) centered on the triggered pixel. This allows us to study whether or not a neighboring pixel (here shown in purple) has a hardware trigger.
over the detector and/or differences in the detector-to-detector discriminator settings can result in differences in the trigger threshold level.
Once a pixel exceeds its threshold value, the front-end electronics reads out a 3x3 grid of pixels, centered on the pixel that collects the most charge (the red pixel in Figure 1 ). Hereafter we refer to this as the "central pixel". Typically (for about half of the events), most of the charge is collected by the central pixel. The information from the surrounding pixels is then used to improve the energy resolution and to reject background events.
5 If a photon hits close to the edge of a pixel, then the charge cloud can drift onto a neighboring pixel. In this case the readout of the neighboring pixels is critical to reconstructing the total energy of the events and can be used to improve the spatial localization of events.
6 As the photon arrives at different distances from the pixel edge we expect to see a relatively smooth continuum of "shared" charge with the neighboring pixel. Crucially, we get this information whether or not the neighboring pixels exceeds its on-board hardware trigger, though we do record diagnostic information that tells us the number of triggered pixels. We use the fact that the neighboring pixel effectively sees a smooth continuum of "shared" charge to measure the trigger threshold of the neighboring pixel.
First, we construct a "triggered spectrum" of the charge (here converted to an equivalent photon energy given in keV) collected by a pixel that is a neighboring to the central pixel (the purple pixel in Figure 1 ). We chose events where there were exactly two hardware triggers (which we assume to be from both the purple and red pixels in Figure 1 ). We then compare this to the spectrum of all the events ( Figure 3) . By taking the ratio of these two spectra we obtain the hardware trigger probability as a function of energy. If the electronics were noise-free, then this ratio would be a step function with the step located at the threshold energy. In real detectors, such a measurement also has to contend with things such as electronic noise. This changes the functional form from a step function into an integrated Gaussian (i.e. the "error function") which can be parameterized by a mean energy (the threshold) and the width of the Gaussian (the measure of the electronic noise on the trigger line).
Data Selection and Example of Data Quality
NuSTAR deployed its on-board calibration source ( 155 Eu, which has prominent emission lines at 86 and 105 keV as well as other emission lines below 40 keV) in January of 2015. For each pixel on the NuSTAR focal plane module (FPM) we extract all of the events where the central pixel of an event (i.e. the red pixel) is a neighbor of the pixel of interest (the purple pixel in Figure 1 ). In the NuSTAR parlance, this refers to pixels with Grades 1-4, where the pixel of interest is offset by (0, +1), (+1, 0), (0, -1), and (-1, 0), respectively, in the (RAWX, RAWY) pixel coordinates from the central pixel. We use the PIS GAIN column in the NuSTAR Level1A unfiltered event file as a proxy for the charge collected in the pixel, with the standard PI-to-keV scaling (E keV = P I channel × 0.4 + 1.6).
To accumulate sufficient statistics we also have to integrate over 3x3 regions on the detector, assuming that the trigger threshold gain will not vary substantially for nieghboring pixels. Because of data selection effects, the "hardware trigger" and "All Events" spectra shown in Figure 2 don't necessarily sum to unity in each energy bin. We therefore scale the ratio so that it represents unity over the 8-10 keV band (where we expect all pixels to trigger) and then fit the resulting ratio distribution with an integrated Gaussian function (Figure 3 ) using the curve fit routines in SciPy.
7 Figure 3 . An example from one 3x3 region showing the ratio of hardware triggers to total events (black) and the fit of the integrated Gaussian to the data (dark cyan). The threshold energy (µ) and the Gaussian width (σ) are both given along with 1-σ error bars on each parameter.
RESULTS
NuSTAR FPM Results
We can easily see that the there is both spatial variability on each detector as well as significant systematic differences between the four detectors on each FPM (Figure 4 ). The differences between pixels on a given detector are caused by the differences in the gain of the pixel threshold electronics, while the differences in the mean threshold value between different detectors actually reflect differences in how the detectors were configured on orbit.
During in-orbit commissioning, DET0 (top right in both FPM images) had its threshold set to a slightly higher energy to reduce the number of "noise" triggers on that detector. The other three detectors used the threshold values chosen during the ground calibration campaign chosen to balance the desire for a low-energy threshold against the desire for a low number of "noisy" pixels that had to be deactivated. For FPMA, the spread across each detector is larger than for FPMB, with the mean of the DET0 distribution only being marginally higher in energy than the distributions for the other three detectors. For FPMB, the distribution for each detector is much narrower and the clear shift of DET0 to higher energies compared with the threshold values for the other three detectors (especially DET1 and DET3) is easy to see by eye.
Representation in the NuSTAR RMF
For science analysis, the important factor here is the comparison of the energy threshold in the data with the expectation from the response files. All eight NuSTAR detectors have RMFs based on Monte Carlo simulations of the detectors that include the differences in the detector thicknesses and the charge transport properties in the detector, 5 however the simulation assumes that all eight detectors have a threshold value of 2 keV. The left panel on Figure 6 shows the comparison of the measured-vs-expected values of the trigger threshold on the quantum efficiency of the detectors at low energies. In practice, analysis software assumes that the red curve is correct, which can introduced systematic errors. The left and right panels of Figure 6 show the level of this effect.
The nominal "calibrated" range for NuSTAR is 3-78.4 keV.
4 Above 3 keV, the effect of the mismatch is relatively mild. For pixels with a threshold above 2 keV (the cyan curve and pixels on DET0) this can result in an artificially drop below 4 keV on the order of 5% at 3 keV. For pixels with a threshold substantially lower than 2 keV (the purple curve in Figure 6 which is roughly the nominal value for DET1 and DET3 on FPMB), then this can result in an artificially overshoot the data below 4 keV, again with errors on the order of 5%.
Science Impact
In practice, there are numerous detector-specific corrections to the NuSTAR response files that affect the throughput at low energies. Several of these are measured on a detector-by-detector basis (such as the detector absorption coefficients 4 ), which are likely to be compensating for (and degenerate with) the mismatch between the actual Figure 5 . Histograms of the color map distributions shown in Figure 4 for the four NuSTAR detectors on FPMA (top) and FPMB (bottom). The systematic shift of DET0 to higher energies can be seen on both FPMs (though more clearly on FPMB). threshold and what is reported in the RMF. While we would prefer a first-principles approach to the production of the NuSTAR RMFs, we only anticipate an impact on the science for observations with significant signal-to-noise at low energies.
We do also note that DET1 and DET3 on FPMB have a threshold value substantially below the nominal 2 keV level. The NuSTAR RMF files were constructed using an energy grid with 4096 channels, each with a 40 eV width starting at 1.6 keV. For pixels with a threshold below this level we expect there to be a significant number of photons below 1.6 keV that may be getting artificially vetoed by the NuSTAR pipeline (essentially for apparently having a negative channel number). If the NuSTAR low-energy response (E<3 keV) can be wellcalibrated, then this would imply a further overlap with soft X-ray telescopes, extending the opportunities for joint science observations. Figure 7 . The same as for the right panel of Figure 6 , but extrapolated to energies below the nominal NuSTAR calibrated range showing the large deviations resulting over the 2-3 keV bandpass that may be calibrated out by using a more realistic energy threshold in the RMF simulation.
Future Work
In the future, we anticipate experimenting with re-producing the NuSTAR RMF files and extending the NuSTAR calibrated energy range. We do not anticipate changing the channel energy scale (40 eV per channel), but instead simply shifting the current energy range (which is defined to be from 1.6 keV to 165.44 keV for Channel 0 to 4095) down by 1 keV (covering instead 0.6 keV to 164.44 keV). The upper half of the NuSTAR energy band is essentially used for gain and particle background studies, so we do not expect that trimming one keV off of the upper edge to impact any analysis.
At low energies, we hope to fold in new NuSTAR RMF files for each NuSTAR detector using the mean µ and σ parameters measured in this analysis, potentially allowing us to extend the usable science energy bandpass for observations where the source falls on DET1 and DEt3. This work only used data from the 2015 calibration source campaign. We need to compare the 2012 calibration source measurements with those from 2015 to see if there are any time-dependent changes in the low-energy threshold. We also need to see if we can reasonably track the threshold as a function of time using data from other sources (i.e. background data sets and/or calibration observations of astrophysical sources) so that we do not require additional deployments of the calibration source to perform additional threshold measurements.
CONCLUSIONS
We report on new in-flight measurements on the low-energy threshold of the NuSTAR detectors. Leveraging the NuSTAR readout electronics we are able to measure the energy threshold of small 3x3 clusters of pixels. We find that there is substantial disagreement between the threshold values used to produce the NuSTAR RMFs and those that we measure during the in-flight data. DET0 on both FPMs has a systematically higher low-energy threshold compared to the other three detectors, which we attribute to configuration of the detectors during early science operations. We do not, however, expect there to be a significant impact of this mis-match except for sources with extremely high signal-to-noise (where these systematic ≈5% effects can be seen over the Poisson noise or for observations that wish to extend their analysis of NuSTAR data below the nominal 3 keV calibrated range.
